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INTRODUCTION
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This will set me up as the expert behind other leading names in entrepreneurship.


I’ve worked in just about every vertical market out there. 


Some of my previous and current clients include James Ray, Jaime Tardy, The Draw Shop, XYPN Network, Linked University, Rockwell Trading, and many others that you 
may or may not have heard of. 


I work directly with the best business minds, marketers and implementors on a consistent basis, such as Ryan Deiss and the team at Digital Marketer or Jaime Masters 
of Eventual Millionaire. 



WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
By the end of this webinar, you will learn the following: 

•How to start implementing this crucial system to your 
business 

•Several Sales Funnel strategies that you can apply to your 
business 

•Conversion Flight Rules to follow when you develop your 
Sales Funnel(s)
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I just want to note, that although this isn’t traffic-focused, I’ll be more than happy to take any questions in regards to generating and optimizing traffic during the tail end 
of this training. Sound good?
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Are you all EXCITED to 
generate more  

leads and sales! 

(more emphatic responses the better)

Gain Engagement and early buy-in
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Let’s get started…

Look for personal responses and buy-in



What is an  
Online Sales Funnel?
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Who can answer this in the best possible way?



An Online Sales Funnel is a 
process that companies use to 

convert web traffic to leads, leads 
into customers, and customers 

into repeat customers.

Definition
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As you all know, using Online Sales Funnels in your business is CRUCIAL for growth. If you have a converting Online Sales Funnel, you can add traffic streams to it to 
double your sales and leads being generated. That’s why they are so important to thriving in today’s business ecosystem. 
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There are 3 Main Types of  
Sales Funnels today:

Acquisition

Activation

Monetization

Define and describe each type of Sales Funnel and why they are important



Where do you start?
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Where can you leverage the most 
ROI RIGHT NOW?

Choose where your time is best spent on a Sales Funnel in your business. 


Where can you leverage the most ROI in building a Sales Funnel in your business RIGHT NOW?



1. Do you have a front-end Acquisition Sales Funnel to acquire 
leads, customers, and maximize immediate spending from 
customers?  
2. Do you have a large list of unconverted leads that haven’t 
purchased in 6+ months? 
3. Do you have an Upsell or Cross-sell offer (aka Profit Maximizer) 
that you could sell more of to your existing customers?  
4. Do you have a new offer that you would like to sell to add to your 
list of offers and revenue streams?

Ask yourself these questions:
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Small note: An argument can be made that you should optimize the performance of the Sales Funnels that you currently have instead of developing a new Sales Funnel 
but if you have Sales Funnels across your business that are performing at 50% of their best, that’s better than having a small amount of Sales Funnels performing at 
close to 100% optimized performance. Plus, Conversion Optimization is also a beast of its own to learn and perform, therefore it requires a lot of TIME. (This is why 
GOOD conversion optimization specialists are worth the money)


If you don’t have an acquisition funnel, then bar none, this should be your #1 opportunity for implementing a new Sales Funnel. You have a lead and customer acquisition 
problem.


If you have a large list of unconverted leads that haven’t purchased in 6+ months, you have a potential “quick win” by implementing an Activation Funnel which will get 
people to make a decision, which is better than “maybes”. Plus, it will clean up your list in the process. 


If you have offers that are just sitting on the shelf that you could sell to your customers, you have another potential “quick win” by implementing a Monetization Funnel 
aka what I like to call the 80/20 Funnel. 


If you have a new offer that you have just developed or are almost done developing, is it for the same customer avatar or a new one? If it’s for the same customer avatar, 
then it would be a new Monetization Funnel. If it’s for a new avatar, you probably need another Acquisition Funnel developed for your business.
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If you don’t have an acquisition 
funnel, then bar none, this should 

be your #1 opportunity for 
implementing a new Sales Funnel. 

You may have a lead and customer acquisition problem.
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If you have a large list of unconverted leads 
that haven’t purchased in 6+ months, you 

have a potential “quick win” by 
implementing an Activation Funnel which 

will get people to make a decision.  

Plus, it will clean up your list in the process. 

If you have a large list of unconverted leads that haven’t purchased in 6+ months, you have a potential “quick win” by implementing an Activation Funnel which will get 
people to make a decision, which is better than “maybes”. Plus, it will clean up your list in the process. 
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If you have offers that are just sitting 
on the shelf that you could sell to your 
customers, you have another potential 

“quick win” by implementing a 
Monetization Funnel aka what I like to 

call the 80/20 Funnel.

If you have offers that are just sitting on the shelf that you could sell to your customers, you have another potential “quick win” by implementing a Monetization Funnel 
aka what I like to call the 80/20 Funnel.
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If you have a new offer that you have just 
developed or are almost done developing, is it 
for the same customer avatar or a new one?  

If it’s for the same customer avatar, then it 
would be a new Monetization Funnel.  

If it’s for a new avatar, you probably need 
another Acquisition Funnel developed for your 

business.

If it’s a new Acquisition Funnel, then you have to strategize who the avatar is, how to market to that specific avatar your new offer, you may need to splinter off smaller 
offers from the new offer or create new lead-in offers, it’ll be a lot of work, but it could be VERY much worth it. 
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Types of Sales Funnels

Acquisition

Activation

Monetization

Re-introduce the icons that symbolize the different types of Sales Funnels.



Splinter Offer Funnel
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This is the most common Sales Funnel strategy being used today, because it works! The benefit of using this type of Sales Funnel is that it offers value up-front and 
offers the smoothest progression of a value-dollar exchange as someone moves through the value ladder in your business. 
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Free Book Funnel

If you have a book that you are using as a lead magnet, this funnel is perfect for you. In addition, you pre-qualify leads by charging for the book, whether it is just for 
shipping or the book + shipping. 
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Football Phone Funnel

This is a great funnel for companies that sell physical products. 


Ideally, you want to offer a complimentary offer to your core offer. 


EX: 1 FREE Makeup Brush -> A complete set of Makeup Brushes




Football Phone Example  
- Intermission -
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWtx9JwNzmY
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Trial Upgrade Funnel

This funnel is perfect for a company that offers a service or product that they can offer as a trial.


EX: SaaS, membership-site products, subscription-based services
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Value In Advance Funnel

This Sales Funnel is really designed for service based companies that can splinter off an a-la-carte service as a “tripwire offer” and sell it on its own from a Sales Page. 
Then the upsell can occur after someone is drawn in by the marketing into your Tripwire Offer. The upsell page where you can sell your larger core offer that the tripwire 
offer is splintered off from. If that doesn’t work, you can offer them an opportunity to jump on a phone call with you where you can treat them as a sales opportunity over 
the phone. 


Groupon has many examples of TripWire Offers leading people into Value In Advance Funnels.
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Flash Sale Funnel

Has anyone noticed big companies pitching flash sales more frequently over the past few years??? I have.. and it’s because they work! These funnels are great for 
“activating” leads that are on the fence or haven’t taken ACTION.
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Simple Survey Funnel

In many cases, surveys convert HIGHER than just about any other lead magnet out there. This sales funnel strategy is a testament to that. It’s similar to Ryan Levesque’s 
survey funnel formula but not quite as deeply engrained in survey use. 
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Velvet Rope Funnel

This funnel is primary an Activation Funnel and is great for E-Commerce stores. It can, however, be used to Activate leads that haven’t take action. 


EX: An E-Commerce store can use the Lead Capture page as a “Get on the Sale List for Product X”, then once they opt-in, they get re-directed to a sales page for 
Product X. The ideal upsell can be a bundle pack that includes several Product X’s in a bundle or it can even be a bundle that includes many offers rolled into one. 


Also, while you do this, you are segmenting your list based on what they like. 
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Blog Launch Funnel

This Activation funnel is designed to get leads and customers on your email list to BUY. You can drive contacts from your email list using email marketing or retargeting 
using custom audiences (Adwords and Facebook both support this) to distribute your blog content. Then the blog content can have native, in the content, ads and 
sidebar ads enticing them to click through to your Sales Page. Then when they get to your sales page, you can retarget them and email market to them relevant emails 
based on the fact that they saw your Sales Page buy didn’t buy. Whether they buy early on or after your return path efforts, then you can offer them an upsell or a 
downsell event to maximize the total sale. 
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Perpetual Webinar

I always see the question, should I use a webinar, and here’s a Sales Funnel strategy that you can apply to your business that uses the webinar as a strong tactic to 
convert leads to your offer. This is a Monetization Funnel BUT… if you have an offer that is fairly high-priced for your target avatar, then using this Funnel strategy to 
convert people to your offer WORKS! If you convert this to an Acquisition Funnel, you would just need to stack it with a Lead Magnet or Tripwire offer on the front end to 
acquire leads from your traffic source(s). 


As a Monetization Funnel this strategy is phenomenal at helping you maximize revenue from your customers, which is the easiest way that you can increase sales 
revenue is by offering the people that love you and your brand MORE.
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Magic Question Funnel

This funnel is for any companies selling high-ticket offers (namely services) that require a customer to get on the phone with a Sales Rep (or you, if you sell for your 
company like I do). Here is an example: The Lead Capture page can be “Do you need help building your Sales Funnel?” “Fill out this form for more details.” Customers 
are sent to this page after they have had some time in a Sales Funnel Implementation Course but haven’t implemented the content. The next step could be an order form 
to place a deposit to be eligible to work with you, a questionnaire to ask for more details, or a waiting list page if you are not taking on any more clients at this time. 
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Paid Webinar Funnel

This is primarily a Monetization Funnel, but it can be used to shift leads to become customers with a paid training delivered in the Webinar format. It’s fairly 
straightforward, you can drive your customers using email marketing, ads, etc. to the Sales Page to sign up for the Paid Webinar. 


This is great to use to pre-qualify customers for a higher-priced offer that is presented to them towards the tail end of the webinar and in your follow up. Plus, it is to 
provide some solid value up-front. 
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Live Event Funnel

If you have an Event that you want to SELL OUT, this is the funnel to deploy in your business to drive event registrations and sales. This is a very simple, yet effective, 
sales funnel for events. 
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Mini-Class Launch Funnel

This probably sounds and looks very familiar since Jeff Walker came up with this Sales Funnel strategy. 


This strategy is just how Jeff Walker uses it.. to launch a product, course, physical products, or any offer. It doesn’t have to just be for a course, like how Jeff Walker uses 
this strategy. This strategy is great at creating buzz in your brand and your upcoming offer by offering value in advance that is relevant to the problem or pain point that 
your offer solves. 
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Tired yet?

Wow, well, we just went over 14 massive Sales Funnel strategies that you can apply to your business. Are you tired yet? Or, are you ready to learn what I like to call 
Conversion Flight Rules? (Test Engagement)
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Conversion Flight Rules
For these to work, you have to know your Avatar 

and have great offers that will benefit your Avatar

Test, test, test

Knowing your avatar is the #1 goal of every business since that leads you to identify how to find your audience and how to speak to them to get them to take the actions 
that you want them to take. 


When it comes to the important of a great offer, nothing can improve a bad offer, unfortunately. That’s why it’s so important to have solid offers in your business. 
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Conversion Flight Rules

Design do’s:
Large benefits sections  

Use a benefit driven headline at the top  

Use a sticky header with the CTA button to the right 

Use people images on the page to make the page more approachable 

Use credibility icons to create instant trust 

Show arrows or pictures of people pointing to the CTA

Use large benefits sections to make it easy for people to understand what the offer does and why they should purchase it


Use a benefit driven headline on the top of your offer page


We’ve found recently that a “sticky” header that has links to different sections of the page and has the CTA button on the right side of the header bumps conversions. 
Explain “sticky”


People buy from people


Pages convert better when people are led to your CTA with visual cues
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Conversion Flight Rules

Design do nots:
Image Sliders (Too distracting, kills conversions. - Okay to use on eCommerce)  

Loads of paragraphs of small text above the fold  (Keep it short & to the point)  

Bevelled buttons (Way too dated. It went out with flash animation =)  

Newsletters for opt-ins (Provide value instead when asking for an email 
address)  

Asking for an email on the home page. (Using a pop-up instead converts 
better)
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Emails:

Conversion Flight Rules

Length of copy in emails and sales pages is dictated by price of offer 

Test emails on different browsers before publishing them  

Set up your emails to be “mobile-friendly” (EX: 350 width) 

Ask for the CTA 2-3 times per email both directly and indirectly 

Focus on 1 CTA per email 

Market the right message at the right time with SEGMENTATION and AUTOMATION 
  

Mix up your messing with audio and video 
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Conversion Flight Rules

Use the 5 second test when reviewing your pages 

Keep backgrounds simple white or black backgrounds 

Make sure all pages are mobile-responsive through TESTING 

Make all pages HTTPS 

People buy from people, use testimonials always and frequently 

Button copy should speak to an immediate benefit to taking action 

Use orange, yellow, or green buttons 

Self host, don’t rely on 3rd parties

Offer Pages:

5 second test - Is the page immediately communicating through titles, subtitles, and images what the overall message of the offer is?


Backgrounds - Less distractions


About 50% of traffic comes from mobile devices these days


HTTPS is done by having a SSL on your domain through your registrar. You can get a FREE SSL from Cloudflare to use on your website and for your Sales Funnel pages. 


People buy from people


Button copy should be more than just the standard “buy now”, for example, we saw a bump in conversions for a client that sells software that helps you trade stocks 
more effectively by changing the button copy to “Trade Smarter Now”.


Orange, yellow, and green have shown for years to convert the best on offer pages


Self host, in other words, don’t rely on Leadpages, Infusionsoft, or Clickfunnels to host your pages. Develop your pages on your URL so traffic sees URLs that stress 
familiarity. 
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Offer Pages:

Conversion Flight Rules

If it’s for a FREE offer, make sure to reiterate “FREE” throughout the page. 

Always include a guarantee 

Always use scarcity and urgency 

Offer payment plans right before an offer expires 

For price, start as low as you can then slowly increase until you hit resistance 

If you can offer a trial to your offer, the longer the trial, the higher the conversion 

Price should be the LAST thing that you TEST to improve offer page performance

FREE entices people to stay on the page AND take action


Use images of people, again, people buy from people


Guarantees ALWAYS increase conversions. Include at least a 30 day return policy

but go up to 6 months, if you can. The longer your guarantee, the higher of a bump in conversions that you will get from the offer page. 


Studies show that your sales will increase beyond any payout you may experience in refunds


Scarcity and urgency sells, even if it’s “suggested” scarcity or urgency and not REAL scarcity or urgency


Maximize conversions at the end of a funnel and email marketing campaign in your funnel by offering a payment plan for late customers to get them to purchase your 
offer, IT WORKS. 


When you first sell an offer, the price of the offer shouldn’t be the reason why someone doesn’t purchase it. Make the price irresistible for the value that the offer provides 
early on to test an offer. Then as you are optimizing your Sales Funnel, slowly increase price over time to see when you hit price resistance with conversions dropping. 


History has shown that longer trials result in higher conversions
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Offer Pages (VSL):

Conversion Flight Rules

B2C: Use auto-play; B2B: Don’t 

B2C: Rough presentation works; B2B: Make it professional 

Turn off video player controls  

For stories, use a doodle video 

Use VSLs for higher priced offers 

Time the CTA button to come up at the same time that you pitch the offer 

Let the video run an extra minute or two, and then offer a discount or free trial

B2C, you have to capture people’s attention right away and get them to take in your message.


With B2B, that someone that you are marketing to could be at work, therefore, they can’t watch a video right then and there typically. If anything, you’ll burn a bridge by 
deploying auto-play on a video sales letter for a B2B offer.


Video player controls being disabled allows you to control the VSL experience so that more people hear your message and see the offer. 


Doodle videos communicate your story very effectively through pictures, animations, and humor. They have also shown to convert higher in many cases.


VSLs test best for higher priced offers since people buy from people and you can capture their attention with video over getting them to read the long-form copy on the 
page. 
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Order Form:

Conversion Flight Rules

Testimonials 

Order Form Abandonment Email 

Security Badges 

Restate the Guarantee 

Exit pop-up with Motivational Copy and Phone Number for Customer Support 

Chat Box 

Mobile Responsive (Just want to re-iterate this) 

Eliminate Non-Mandatory Fields (Phone Number)
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QUESTIONS?


